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Hunter Contract
This contract entered into by and between Land Of Giants hereinafter referred to as "LOG or Outfitter",

______________

and

__,

hereinafter referred to as "Hunter" and concerns services to be

provided to Hunter by Land Of Giants.

LOG, its principals, subsidiaries, affiliated and or associated companies, agents, subagents, act only as

Outfitters, and other services, in arranging to provide Hunter with these services and therefore, LOG assumes

no liability or responsibility for and or to the Hunter for any loss, expense, damage, accident, delay,

inconvenience, injury or death, which results directly or indirectly from any act or failure to act, whether
negligent or otherwise, of Outfitter and or any provider of any provider of transportation.

Hunter agrees that any balance due is payable to Outfitter upon arrival of the hunt. This balance due

must be paid by Cash. Hunter agrees that in case of cancellation, Outfitter's policy on refunds will be in effect.
If Hunter is unable to acquire the appropriate permits required to take part in the hunt for a reason beyond

the control of Hunter, LOG agrees to refund Hunter any fees that have been paid and Hunter agrees that this
refund is LOG's total liability to Hunter in such situation. Hunter agrees that under any circumstances, LOG's
total financial responsibility to Hunter is limited to LOG hunting fee.
The hunter's deposits, payments, monies paid are non-refundable if canceled. However, deposit
can be transferred to another hunter who is not booked with LOG.
Hunts dates ------

Hunter is responsible to acquire any and all permits.
Hunter agrees to abide by the rules and regulations of LOG and state DNR and comply with the
same. A violation of rules and regulations may be the basis for LOG termination the hunt in which
Hunter shall forfeit all monies paid to LOG.

Hunter can harvest one buck and one doe.

Guides will provide retrieval of game/ Caping deer out/ bone out meat to be placed in Hunter
personal coolers (Tips required for Guide services)

Hunter is responsible for any cost involving usage of tracking dog.
At no time should Hunter talk to LOG land owners or joining properties about leasing Land. Hunter
will forfeit the remaining of the hunt and will be required to leave immediately.

Hunter should not try and Guide the Guide. LOG Guides are professionals and spends countless

hours scouting to provide the Hunter with the best opportunity to take home a Kansas Giant.

Scent Control is a

MUST at LOG. At no time should hunting clothes be worn in the Lodge. Hunter

should take every effort to stay scent free including spraying down before entering the woods.
Keep hunting clothes in scent free bags.

Hunter is not allowed to walk the property at any time except to and from the stand, this includes
tracking game.

No trash should be left at the stand or anywhere on the property at any time. If you carry it in,

carry it out.
No vehicles allowed on the properties except for parking that LOG designates.
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Land of Giants will provide:
1. Access to land in Deer Unit 14
2. Guide service

3. Retrieval of game/ Caping out head/ bone out meat to be placed in Hunter personal coolers (Tips

4.

required for Guide services)
Lock on Stands/ let us know if you require a blind or ladder stand

5. Food and lodging

Hunter acknowledges awareness of the following:

LOG makes no guarantee as to the success, i.e. the quality or quantity of game that may result from
such hunting, or the effect of moon or weather conditions.
Hunter's baggage, personal items and equipment are the sole responsibility of the Hunter at all times.
LOG retains all rights to any photos and videos taken during the hunt; Hunter gives an unconditional

release and grants permission to Land Of Giants the right to use any photos or videos for TV, videos, and any

for profit commercial or promotional use.

Determine by the season: Bow, Shotgun, Muzzleloader, Rifle and all accessories including: ammo, release,
arrows, broadheads etc. (REQUIRED)
Equipment list for the Hunter:

All required Permits, Tags, License for Kansas (REQUIRED)

Range Finder

Scent Control hunting clothes (REQUIRED

Flashlight and extra batteries

Scent Control Container for your hunting clothes
(REQUIRED
Scent Control soap, deodorant, sprays (REQUIRED)

Safety harness/Safety rope (REQUIRED: Must be worn at
all times in the stand)
Cooler for deer meat (REQUIRED)
Cold Weather Gear
Gortex or Wind Stopper
Rain Gear, hunt rain or shine no refund days for weather
Orange Vest and Hat for firearm hunters
Bow Holder (LOG will have one in every stand)
Hand and Feet warmers
Binoculars

Calls including: grunt tubes, rattle bags or antlers
Decoy

Deer scents
Back Pack to carry to stand
Back Pack screw in hanger
Cooler for drinks and snacks
Extra Boots and Gloves
Urine Bottle (Do not leave in the woods)
Pull Rope (LOG will have one in every stand)
Portable Stand (option.ii)
LOG will have extra lock on stands

Hunter will arrive no sooner than 12 pm the day before the hunt and will not be allowed back onto the hunting
property after sunset the last day of the hunt. (Must be accomplished by LOG to retrieve game the day after the
hunt)
Any additional information needed please contact Jason Cook 770-375-9575
Visit our WEBSITE page: www.huntlandofgiants.com

